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<h2 class="headline">Designs For The Future</h2>
<article class="left_article">
<p>Specializing in web and print, logos, branding, and illustrations. My believe
is that good design helps to tell some kind of a story. It draws the consumer in
and takes notice and wets his/her appetite for the product.</p>
<p>Hi, welcome to my website, I am very creative, and I like to try to help your
business. I have worked as a full-time musician until the great recession now I feel
design is the place to be. I am excited about this new venture in my life and I really
would love to try to use my creativity to help you.</p>
<p>You want to hire a designer like me. Someone that is not afraid of taking
chances, someone that tries to push the envelope. I will make your product stand
out from the rest. Why would you want to use someone that is like everyone
someone else to me that is boring I like designer that stand out. Even if I
personally hate it I will love the attempt.</p>
</article>
</section>
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<h4>POSTERS DESIGN</h4>
<p>I like posters that stand out and make a statement. I want something that
says something more than just a cool/inspirational picture.</p>
</div>
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<h4>FLYERS</h4>
<p>To me flyers are cool. Yea they are simple but in that we have the
opportunity to set the tone for your business are you elegant, common, sexy, or
whatever the flyer will help to bring in that audience.</p>
</div>
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<h4>PRODUCT DESIGN</h4>
<p>Product design is where creativity really come thru. I can design a new
way of looking at condiments or a different take on point of purchase item. Maybe
a new toy…. The possibilities are endless.</p>
</div>
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<h4>LAYOUT DESIGN</h4>
<p>PLayout not just for magazines anymore. Today we must think of web,
apps movies and build boards. Is this environmental where I am designing for an
event or maybe a bus. Do you want to do something very creative and see what
happens or do you prefer to go with the flow?</p>
</div>
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